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PURPOSE. Photochemical crosslinking of the sclera is an emerging technique that may prevent
excessive eye elongation in pathologic myopia by stiffening the scleral tissue. To overcome
the challenge of uniform light delivery in an anatomically restricted space, we previously
introduced the use of flexible polymer waveguides. We presently demonstrate advanced
waveguides that are optimized to deliver light selectively to equatorial sclera in the intact
orbit.
METHODS. Our waveguides consist of a polydimethylsiloxane cladding and a polyurethane
core, coupled to an optical fiber. A reflective silver coating deposited on the top and side
surfaces of the waveguide prevents light leakage to nontarget, periorbital tissue. Postmortem
rabbits were used to test the feasibility of in situ equatorial sclera crosslinking. Tensometry
measurements were performed on ex vivo rabbit eyes to confirm a biomechanical stiffening
effect.
RESULTS. Metal-coated waveguides enabled efficient light delivery to the entire circumference
of the equatorial sclera with minimal light leakage to the periorbital tissues. Blue light was
delivered to the intact orbit with a coefficient of variation in intensity of 22%, resulting in a 45
6 11% bleaching of riboflavin fluorescence. A 2-fold increase in the Young’s modulus at 5%
strain (increase of 92% P < 0.05, at 25 J/cm2) was achieved for ex vivo crosslinked eyes.
CONCLUSIONS. Flexible polymer waveguides with reflective, biocompatible surfaces are useful
for sclera crosslinking to achieve targeted light delivery. We anticipate that our demonstrated
procedure will be applicable to sclera crosslinking in live animal models and, potentially,
humans in vivo.
Keywords: sclera, waveguide, crosslinking, myopia

espite the rapidly increasing prevalence of myopia
worldwide, interventions to control myopia progression
have been inadequate. Of particular concern are patients with
high myopia, who have an increased risk for potentially sightthreatening diseases, such as glaucoma and retinal detachment.1 Various therapeutic modalities have been tested to halt
myopic progression and prevent these complications.2,3
The sclera has an important role in the development and
progression of myopia.4,5 Scleral remodeling in myopia includes
scleral thinning, loss of scleral tissue, weakening of the scleral
mechanical properties and, ultimately, development of posterior staphyloma.6 This has led to the development of scleral
collagen crosslinking (SXL) with light-activated photosensitizers
to mechanically reinforce the scleral tissue and prevent
subsequent changes in axial length.7–16 Corneal collagen
crosslinking with light-activated photosensitizers currently is
used clinically to treat patients with corneal ectatic disorders.17,18 However, significant technical challenges prevent
clinical translation of SXL for myopia control. Compared to the

D

cornea, the sclera cannot be irradiated easily using an external
light source. In designing a light-delivery apparatus to deliver
light in the orbit, selective and uniform illumination also are
critical requirements.16,19–22
SXL using riboflavin in conjunction with ultraviolet A (UVA)
or blue light has shown efficacy in reducing axial length
elongation in several animal models of myopia,7–9 primarily
targeting the scleral equator. Although protrusion of the
posterior sclera is a hallmark of severe pathologic myopia,6
and while the whole sclera and cornea also show pathognomonic changes in myopia progression,4 targeting the equator
has several advantages. The equator is relatively easy to access
surgically, and furthermore, any potential photochemical
toxicity would not be as severe as it would be at the posterior
pole or the limbus, where nearby essential anatomic structures
can be irreversibly damaged.
To target the equatorial region, fiberoptic approaches have
been used to target small, selected regions of the sclera7,9 (<20
mm2). In another study, a dental blue light source was used to
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contact the exposed sclera to irradiate a relatively larger
area8,23 (~100 mm2). Active devices, such as miniature lightemitting diodes (LEDs) also can be used but have several
drawbacks, including limited irradiance, risk of thermal tissue
damage, and poor flexibility.20,24 Recently, we introduced the
use of thin and flexible polymer waveguides for light delivery
to the sclera, and demonstrated SXL of equatorial sclera around
the entire circumference (~400 mm2) of an ex vivo porcine
eyeball. Compared to other devices, our waveguides enable
uniform light delivery to large areas of the sclera with shorter
procedural times and reduced invasiveness.16
We described a novel waveguide design optimized for SXL
in vivo. Our waveguides have two major advantages over
previous approaches. First, we use a core-cladded structure to
ensure efficient light propagation irrespective of the surrounding environment, enabling light delivery inside the orbit while
the waveguide is in contact with extraocular muscles, fluid,
and other tissues. Second, a reflective metal coating deposited
around the waveguide blocks light leakage from the outer
surface of the waveguide, minimizing off-target irradiation to
surrounding tissues, and decreasing risk of photochemical
toxicity. The reflective coating also reduces optical loss in the
waveguide when the waveguide is curved around the eyeball.
As a proof of principle, we used our waveguides to irradiate
equatorial sclera in a freshly excised rabbit head. We reported
the surgical procedure to insert the waveguide into the orbit,
and successfully demonstrated photobleaching of riboflavin
around the eye. Finally, we confirmed stiffening of equatorial
sclera with our technique on ex vivo rabbit eyes.

METHODS
Intended Use of Waveguides
Our waveguides were designed to be inserted into the Tenon’s
space underneath the rectus muscles within the orbit (Fig. 1).
To enable insertion into such a tight anatomic space, we
selected materials with high mechanical flexibility. For optimal
light delivery, we also chose materials with high optical
transparency. The optical design of the waveguide was
optimized to deliver light from one side to scleral tissue, while
minimizing light leakage to all other surfaces, preventing light
exposure of extraocular muscles and other periorbital tissues.
Light was coupled into the waveguide through a laser-coupled
pigtail fiber, allowing convenient selection of wavelength and
incident power.

Waveguide Fabrication
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184; Dow Corning,
Midland, MI, USA) was prepared in a 10:1 volume ratio of
elastomer to curing agent and poured into a square container
with enough volume to result in a 0.5-mm thick layer. It was
left to degas and cure at room temperature on a level surface
for 48 hours. Next, a mixture of polyurethane (PU) elastomer
(1:2 by weight of Clear Flex 50 precursors A:B; Smooth-On,
Inc., Macungie, PA, USA) was prepared. The PU mixture was
poured over the top of the PDMS, resulting in a 1-mm thick
layer, and left at room temperature to cure for at least 16 hours.
A second PDMS mixture was prepared as described previously
and poured over the top of the PU with enough volume to
result in a 0.25-mm thick layer. It was left to cure at room
temperature for 48 hours. Next, the waveguide slab was cut
into 4-mm wide strips with a commercial paper cutter
(SmartCut Rotary Trimmer; Swingline, Lake Zurich, IL, USA).
Once cut, the waveguides were turned onto their long edge
and cladded with PDMS applied via a narrow syringe.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of a waveguide inserted in the orbit for
crosslinking of equatorial sclera.

For metal coating, the polymer waveguides were mounted
on a carrier wafer and placed in a sputter coater (208HR;
Cressington, Watford, United Kingdom) such that the strips
were off-angle with respect to the sputtering source. Eight
sequential depositions of approximately 15 nm of silver were
performed, manually varying the angle of the samples within
the chamber after each one. As a result of this procedure, all
sides other than the therapeutic side received a uniform
coating of metal. To protect the silver deposition, a thin layer of
<1 mm PDMS was applied over the top. The PDMS outer layer
ensures good biocompatibility with the tissue in contact.
To couple light into the waveguides, a 200 lm core ferrule
patch cable (M95L01, 0.50 numerical aperture (NA), Ø1.25 mm,
Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) was connected to a 5 mm
long, 200 lm core fiberoptic cannula (CFML52L05, 0.50 NA,
Ø1.25 mm; Thorlabs, Inc.) via quick release interconnect
(ADAL3; Thorlabs, Inc.). The cannula was inserted into the
core on the short edge of the waveguide. A 30-gauge needle was
used to perforate the core for easier insertion. Images of blue
light coupled into the waveguide were taken from the top,
bottom, and side to visualize the effect of the metal coating.
Tapered PDMS-only waveguides were fabricated for comparison following previously described procedures.11 Briefly, a
PDMS mixture was prepared in a 10:1 volume ratio of
elastomer to curing agent in a square container placed on an
incline to generate a 2.0 to 0.8 mm linearly tapered thickness
along 7 cm. The mixture was cured at room temperature for 48
hours and cut into 4 mm strips with the same commercial
paper cutter. These waveguides were coupled to the laser in
the same fashion as the PU waveguides, via cannula,
interconnect, and ferrule fiber.

Waveguide Design Parameters
To deliver light into the orbit, we distinguished between two
distinct modes of light propagation within the waveguide.
First, light propagation inside the straight section of the
waveguide before it enters the orbit can be achieved through
total internal reflection (TIR), with light rays alternately
reflecting from the top and bottom core-cladding interfaces
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hNA ¼ sin1



NA
ncore


¼ 90  hc

ð2Þ

On the other hand, when the waveguide is wrapped around
the eyeball, incoming light rays hit the outer surface of the
waveguide (Fig. 2B). For light propagation inside the curved
waveguide, the TIR condition does not hold for all incoming
rays when periorbital tissues (n ~ 1.4) are in contact with the
outer surface. Thus, high reflectivity of the outer surface is
critical for uniform light delivery. With a reflecting surface, the
optical rays follow so-called whispering gallery mode (WGM)
paths, propagating by only reflecting off the outer surface of
the waveguide. The full range of angles that satisfy the WGM
guiding (hWGM ) can be expressed by:


R
1
ð3Þ
hWGM ¼ cos
R þ t=2

FIGURE 2. Two modes of light propagation within the waveguide. (A)
Light propagates in the straight section through total internal
reflection. (B) Light propagates in the curved section by reflecting
only off the outer surface, known as WGM paths.

(Fig. 2A). The critical angle (hc ) for TIR is:


ncladding
hc ¼ sin1
ncore

ð1Þ

where ncladding and ncore are the refractive indices of the
cladding and the core of the waveguide, respectively. For an
optical fiber inserted into the waveguide, the maximum
incident angle defined by the incident fiber numerical aperture
(NA ¼ ncore sinhNA ) should satisfy:

where R is the eyeball radius, and t is the waveguide thickness.
Light is delivered to the underlying tissue through scattering
loss, which depends on the roughness at the interfaces
between the waveguide core and cladding, and between the
cladding and outer surface. The scattering loss also may be
increased by inserting bulk scatterers into the waveguide.
Light is coupled to the waveguide through a fiberoptic
cannula, in which the cleaved end of an optical fiber (~5 mm)
is inserted directly into the core of the waveguide (Fig. 3A).
The NA of the input fiber was chosen to match both conditions
for TIR in the straight geometry, and WGM propagation for the
curved waveguide around the eyeball equator. For our
waveguide materials, hc ’ 718 using Equation 1. This corresponds to a hNA ’ 198 using Equation 2, or NA  0:48 to ensure
that all incident rays in the straight geometry satisfy the TIR
condition. For the curved geometry, the radius of the rabbit
eyeball is 8 mm, the thickness of the waveguide core is 1 mm,
and the top cladding thickness is 0.25 mm. Using Equation 3,
hWGM ’ 228 , corresponding to a required NA  0:56 for all
incident rays to follow WGM-type paths around the eyeball.
Our input fiber with NA ¼ 0:5 performs adequately under
these conditions.

Surgical Procedure for Waveguide Insertion
Fresh rabbit heads were obtained from animals that were
sacrificed in another experimental protocol and used within 4

FIGURE 3. Waveguide device schematic. (A) Material composition and dimensions of our silver coated, PDMS-PU waveguides. Image showing our
flexible waveguide, fiberoptic cannula, and input fiber. (B) Images of the top, bottom, and side of a waveguide (dotted white lines) with blue light
coupled in through an input fiber.
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hours of death. The Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) approved the
procedure (approval ID 2018N17), and all experiments comply
with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic
and Vision Research. After careful removal of the nictitating
membrane a 360 degree limbal conjunctival peritomy was
created by ophthalmic microscissors and the Tenon’s capsule
was removed from the sclera. The rectus ocular muscles were
detected by a Graefe muscle hook, which was passed between
the Tenon’s capsule and sclera. Traction was placed on the
hook towards the limbus to isolate the muscle, which then was
marked by entwining with a 3-0 Prolene suture (Prolene, 3-0;
Ethicon, Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA) to facilitate positioning the
globe. The intermuscular fascia was pushed posteriorly with
anatomic forceps. After marking all muscles, riboflavin
(riboflavin 5 0 -monophosphate sodium salt, 0.5% wt/vol;
Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) was applied into
the subconjunctival room and into the anterior periocular
orbital region for 30 minutes, at which point a deep yellow
color change of the sclera was apparent. The waveguide then
was pushed below the muscles, which were gently pulled up
to make room with the marking suture. This led to placement
of the waveguide around the scleral equator within the orbit,
inside the Tenon’s space.

Light Delivery Profile
Light delivery profiles were recorded, before crosslinking,
once the waveguide was positioned and coupled to a 445 nm
continuous wave diode laser (LSR445CPD-4W; Lasever, Ningbo, China), set to low power (<1 mW). Images of the
waveguide in situ were taken with a Nikon D90 camera
(Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) alone, and through a 495 nm long pass
filter (FGL495S; Thorlabs, Inc.) to collect the blue therapeutic
light and green riboflavin fluorescence, respectively (Fig. 3A).

Statistics

Photobleaching Quantification
Scleral crosslinking was performed using riboflavin and 445
nm blue light at a fluence of 44 J/cm2. To prevent the eye from
becoming dry throughout the duration of the crosslinking, a
PBS-soaked tissue was placed over the eye. Afterward, the laser
was turned off and the eye was excised from the orbit. After all
muscles were carefully removed, the eye was positioned on a
mount capable of 360-degree azimuthal rotation. Images were
taken with white and blue light every 308 rotation of the eye.
For blue light excitation, a blue bandpass filter (FF01-405/15025 Brightline; Semrock, Inc., Rochester, NY, USA) was placed
in front of a white light source, and images were taken through
the 495 nm long pass filter. A negative control also was
performed of an eye prepared in the same way as described,
but without light coupled into the waveguide. Photobleaching
was quantified as follows:
Photobleaching ¼ 1 

containing 20% wt/vol dextran (cat. no. 31392; MilliporeSigma,
Burlington, MA, USA) for at least 30 minutes and stained in a
0.5% wt/vol riboflavin-PBS solution also containing 20% wt/vol
dextran for another 30 minutes. The eye then was placed in a
custom-made container to simulate the orbit and to keep the
waveguide in place, which was wrapped around the eye along
its equator. The equator and area of irradiation also were
marked with the surgical marker.
For all irradiation procedures, a continuous-wave diode
laser (LSR445CPD-4W; Lasever) emitting 445 nm (blue light)
was used. The setup was calibrated by an optical power meter
(PM400K2; Thorlabs, Inc.) before use to deliver an irradiance
of approximately 7 mW/cm2 through the waveguide to the
equator. The irradiation time was set to 1 hour while the eye
was kept in a moist environment. For each eye that was
crosslinked, we prepared a no-light control with the same
conditions, but with no light irradiation, and an untreated
control. Ten eyes were used for each group.
After irradiation, two 5 mm scleral strips were cut from the
previously marked horizontal (nasal-temporal) orientation
using fixed distance-separated razor blades. The exact width
was measured by a digital caliper (ABSOLUTE Digimatic 500196-30; Mitutoyo, Takatsu-ku, Japan). The thickness of each
strip was determined by a home-built optical coherence
tomography (OCT) b-scan where the average of 32 slices was
taken to be the average thickness of each strip of equatorial
sclera. For the tensile strength measurements, the initial length
was set to 3 mm and matched with the marked area from the
irradiated equator. Force generated as a function of change in
length was determined using a tensometer (eXpert 4000;
Admet, Norwood, MA, USA), following a previously published
procedure.16 The Young’s modulus was calculated between
0.5% and 5% strain and stress-strain curves were plotted as a
surrogate marker for crosslinking strength.

Flirr
Flnonirr

ð4Þ

where Flirr and Flnonirr are the fluorescence intensities of the
irradiated and nonirradiated regions, respectively.

Tensometry Measurements
Freshly frozen, mature, New Zealand White rabbit eyes (PelFreez Biologicals, Rogers, AR, USA) were slowly thawed in a
moist chamber. The horizontal (nasal-temporal) orientation of
the cornea was identified by the two horizontal scleral vortex
vessels and marked on the limbal region using a surgical
marker. To maintain equal hydration, the whole globe was
placed in PBS (Fisher Bio Reagents, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA)

To quantify light delivery and photobleaching profiles, we
computed the coefficient of variation, which is defined as
standard deviation divided by the mean. Data were analyzed in
MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Statistical testing
was performed in GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA, USA). A 1-way ANOVA was used to analyze
tensometry results. The Lilliefors test confirmed normal
distribution of data for each group (P > 0.05). Posterior hoc
analyses were conducted using Tukey’s honestly significant
difference (HSD) testing at the a ¼ 0.05 level.

RESULTS
Waveguide Design
Our waveguides have a core-cladded structure, in which PU is
the higher refractive index core (n ¼ 1.49), and PDMS is the
lower refractive index cladding (n ¼ 1.41; Fig. 3A). PU and
PDMS are optically transparent in the visible wavelengths
(transmittance > 90% per cm) and highly flexible (elongation
at break > 100%). A thin layer of silver (< 200 nm, with
reflectivity > 90%) is coated over the top and sides of the
waveguide to ensure light delivery only from the therapeutic
side of the waveguide (Fig. 3B). To prevent disruption of the
metal layer, a final sealant layer of PDMS is coated around the
entire waveguide. The typical dimensions of our waveguides
were 70 3 4 3 1.8 mm. Light is coupled to the waveguide
through a fiberoptic cannula, in which the cleaved end of the
fiber (~ 5 mm) is inserted directly into the core of the
waveguide. The cannula is connected to an optical patch cable

Metal-Coated Polymer Waveguides for Scleral Crosslinking
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FIGURE 4. Images of the waveguide inserted in the intact orbit of a postmortem rabbit following staining with riboflavin. The waveguide is placed
underneath the temporal rectus (TR), anterior rectus (AR), and ventral rectus (VR) muscles.

through a detachable fiber interconnect, which enables light to
be coupled after the waveguide is securely in place around the
eyeball. For SXL, we coupled blue light (445 nm) through the
input fiber into the waveguide. To maximize light guiding
efficiency and uniformity of light delivery, the NA of the input
fiber (NA ¼ 0.50) was chosen to match both conditions for total
internal reflection in the straight geometry, and whispering
gallery mode propagation for the curved waveguide around the
eyeball equator (see Methods). Light is delivered to the
underlying tissue through scattering loss from surface roughness and bulk scattering.

Light Delivery to Sclera in the Rabbit Head
To demonstrate feasibility of SXL using our waveguides, we
chose to use a rabbit model due to similarities with human
anatomy, particularly the presence and location of the
extraocular muscles. Experiments were performed on freshly
excised rabbit heads to simulate in vivo conditions. Following
removal of the conjunctiva and application of riboflavin, our
waveguides were safely and securely inserted beneath the
rectus muscles. Of note, the small geometric footprint of our
waveguides enable them to fit completely inside the orbital
cavity (Fig. 4).
To characterize the uniformity of light delivery to the sclera
inside the rabbit orbit, we coupled blue light into the
waveguide (Fig. 5A). The green fluorescence of the riboflavin-stained sclera was used to quantify the amount of light
delivered. Our metal-coated, core-cladded waveguides deliver
light throughout the entire circumference of the equatorial

sclera, and is unaffected by the presence of muscles. In
contrast, light delivery from the PDMS waveguide drops
dramatically shortly after entering the orbit, reaching virtually
no light after passing the anterior rectus muscle. Figure 5B
shows the fluorescence intensity from where the waveguide
was inserted proximally to the distal end of the waveguide,
with regions blocked by the rectus muscles excluded. The
coefficient of variation in the fluorescence profile was 22% for
the metal-coated waveguides and 149% for the PDMS-only
waveguides. Exponential fitting of the light delivery profile
yielded a delivery length (defined as the length at which distal
light delivery reaches 50% of proximal) of 53 6 4 mm for the
metal-coated waveguides and 5 6 2 mm for the PDMS only
waveguides.

Sclera Crosslinking
As a proof of principle for SXL, we first quantified photobleaching of riboflavin after irradiation of equatorial sclera in
the rabbit head. Figure 6A shows images of the equatorial
sclera before and after irradiation at a fluence of 0 and
approximately 44 J/cm2 using our metal-coated waveguides. A
representative axial profile of the eyeball fluorescence
comparing the intensity of the irradiated equatorial sclera to
nonirradiated anterior and posterior sclera is shown in Figure
6B. The mean photobleaching efficacy measured around the
equatorial circumference was 45% 6 11%, corresponding to a
coefficient of variation of 24% (Fig. 6C).
To confirm that our method induces a biomechanical effect
on the rabbit sclera, we performed SXL with our waveguides

FIGURE 5. Uniformity of light delivery. (A) Images of the blue light and green fluorescence from light delivered to riboflavin-stained sclera in the
intact orbit. Light delivery through Ag/PDMS/PU and PDMS-only waveguides were compared. (B) Light delivery profiles for the two types of
waveguides. Data were excluded for regions blocked by ocular muscles. The location of the muscles is indicated in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 6. Quantification of riboflavin photobleaching. (A) Representative images of the enucleuated eyeball following SXL in the orbit at 44 J/cm2,
compared to a no-light control (0 J/cm2). The muscles were removed for this analysis. AS, anterior sclera; ES, equatorial sclera; PS, posterior sclera.
(B) Axial profile of riboflavin fluorescence intensity of the region indicated in Figure 5A. (C) Quantification of photobleaching around the eyeball
following irradiation with our waveguides at 44 J/cm2. Bleaching percent is reported as mean 6 SD.

on enucleated rabbit eyes at a fluence of 0 and approximately
25 J/cm2 and measured changes in the Young’s modulus
compared to untreated controls (Fig. 7). At 5% strain, the
Young’s modulus for samples irradiated with approximately 25
J/cm2 was significantly higher than that of untreated controls
(increase of 147%, P ¼ 0.009), and significantly higher than that
of no-light controls (increase of 92%, P ¼ 0.04). We found no
significant difference between untreated and no-light controls
(P ¼ 0.81), confirming the stiffening effect was due to the
combination of light and photosensitizer.

DISCUSSION
Targeting scleral tissue in the orbital cavity is challenging due
to the difficulty of accessing the tissue through relatively
limited anatomic space (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the potential
phototoxicity to surrounding tissues poses another challenge.
Unintended crosslinking of the extraocular muscles could have
damaging effects to eye movement, and irradiation of the
limbal region may impair stem cell function.25 In this study, we
designed waveguides that deliver light selectively to the sclera,
while sparing surrounding tissues. Our metal-coated waveguides efficiently blocked any light leaking through the outer
surface and sides of the waveguide, only allowing light delivery
from the bottom, therapeutic side in contact with the sclera

(Fig. 3B). Using our waveguides, we demonstrated successful
riboflavin photobleaching of the equatorial sclera in the intact
orbit (Fig. 6), and achieved a 2-fold increase in stiffness
compared to no-light controls (Fig. 7).
PU and PDMS were chosen for fabrication of our
waveguides due to their optical and material properties. The
high optical transmittance of both materials minimizes
absorption loss and prevents thermal damage due to heat
generation. Furthermore, the refractive index contrast between the PU core (n ¼ 1.49) and PDMS cladding (n ¼ 1.41)
allows for light guiding through TIR. In comparison, PDMSonly waveguides do not efficiently deliver light in the orbit
(Fig. 5A) due to the similar refractive index of PDMS and
surrounding tissues (n ¼ 1.33–1.4). The small geometric
footprint of our polymer waveguides, as well as their softness
and high flexibility enable them to fit comfortably beneath the
ocular muscles and completely in the orbit (Fig. 4), which
avoids the need to maintain an artificial exophthalmos during
the SXL procedure. To protect the thin silver coating, PDMS, a
biocompatible material,26 was used to encapsulate the entire
waveguide. Repeated use of the waveguides in the rabbit head
had no appreciable effect on the waveguide appearance or
function.
A major advantage of our waveguide-based approach is the
large therapeutic area. Using our metal-coated waveguides,

FIGURE 7. Tensometry measurements on enucleated rabbit eyes. (A) Young’s modulus as a function of strain. SXL eyes were crosslinked at 25 J/cm2
with our waveguides. No light samples (0 J/cm2) were treated with the same conditions as SXL samples except with no light irradiation. Young’s
modulus is reported as mean 6 SE, with N ¼ 10 eyes for each group. (B) Young’s modulus reported at 5% strain comparing the stiffness of untreated,
no light, and SXL-treated samples. SXL-treated samples were significantly different than untreated (1-way ANOVA F[2, 27] ¼ 5.69, P < 0.01). Post hoc
tests conducted with Tukey’s HSD: ns (not significant); *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.
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light can be delivered simultaneously to the entire circumference of the equatorial sclera (Fig. 5). In contrast to previous
approaches targeting multiple small regions of the sclera,7,9
our approach significantly reduces the SXL procedure time.
The variation in light delivery using our metal-coated
waveguides was approximately 22% (Fig. 5B), which was
consistent with our photobleaching results (Fig. 6C). Higher
uniformity of light delivery could be obtained by varying the
scattering profile along the length of the waveguide, such as by
tapering the thickness. Importantly, light irradiation with our
metal-coated waveguides was limited to the equatorial sclera
without affecting the anterior and posterior segments (Figs.
6A, 6B). This is in contrast to other techniques using
unconstrained illumination that may indirectly expose the
retina, which is particularly sensitive to blue light (ICNIRP
exposure limit ¼ 0.1 mW/cm2 at 445 nm for 1 hour exposure
time27).
At a delivered fluence of 25 J/cm2 to the sclera, we achieved
a 2-fold increase in the Young’s modulus at 5% strain (Fig. 7),
which is comparable to other SXL studies.15,16 The fluence
level used in our study is approximately one order of
magnitude lower than previously measured damage thresholds
for rabbit sclera (240–480 J/cm2).23,28 We used an irradiance
level of 7 mW/cm2, meaning at least 98% of the light irradiance
must be directed away from the retina to prevent injury.27
While the exact number is difficult to quantify, we note that
light absorption (e.g., by riboflavin-stained tissue) likely
precludes any appreciable amount of what little light has
escaped through the waveguide coating (reflectivity > 90%)
from reaching the retina. More efficient crosslinking at lower
irradiances also may be possible in vivo due to higher oxygen
availability, which also would further reduce treatment times.29
In this study, we chose to target equatorial sclera primarily due
to lower risk of phototoxicity compared to the posterior sclera.
Further modifications to our waveguides also may enable
targeting of the posterior sclera, to prevent thinning of the
posterior pole and development of posterior staphyloma.
Future studies in animal models and humans in vivo will test
the efficacy and safety of our method for SXL.
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